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Chosen Poems
1927

frontispiece portrait of van dyke by walter appleton clark with tissue guard and three
additional illustrations the last book in armstrong s van dyke series it is a collection of
van dyke s poems chosen by his friends as their favorites armstrong created the cover
of intertwined tulips for the first poem in the book when tulips bloom vendor s
description

Chosen.
2020-07-31

chosen is a youth and young adult poem book for those of us who know that we are
simply different god s calling has no age requirement and the gifts are without
repentance sometimes life may not resemble those of our peers around us but chosen
will help you know that you are not alone this book will express some of the thoughts
and feelings that many young people who realize that they are being called to
something greater even at a young age may feel please allow yourself to go on this
journey of emotions and experiences with me and finish this book to the end you will
learn that there is hope and find out what god truly is saying about you

Sylvia Plath Poems Chosen by Carol Ann Duffy
2012-10-30

sylvia plath was for both english and american poetry one of the defining voices of
twentieth century and one of the most appealing few other poets have introduced as
many new readers to poetry though she published just one collection in her lifetime
the colossus and a novel the bell jar it was following her death in 1963 that her work
began to garner the wider audience that it deserved the manuscript that she left
behind ariel was published in 1965 under the editorship of her former husband ted
hughes as were two later volumes crossing the water and winter trees in 1971 which
helped to make sylvia plath a household name hughes s careful curation of plath s
work extended to a collected poems and a selected poems in the 1980s which remain
in print today and stand testimony to the profound respect that frieda hughes said her
father had for her mother s work it was not until the publication of a restored ariel in
2004 that readers were able to appraise plath s own selection and arrangement of her
work this edition of the poems chosen by the poet laureate carol ann duffy offers a
fresh selection of sylvia plath s poetry to stand in parallel to the existing editions
introduced with an inviting preface the book is essential reading for those new to and
already familiar with the work of this most extraordinary poet

Chosen Poems
2016-05-16

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
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poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Chosen by the Lion
1994-06

chosen by the lion is linda gregg s fourth collection and her most eloquent
bespeaking a deeply personal reconciliation with the loss of love graywolf press gregg
s typical language is silvery and agile her ton level and concentrated the new yorker

Chosen Poems
1914

excerpt from a book of english love poems chosen out of poets from wyatt to arnold
beginning with wgtt 1503 who has not yet received his due as t e first modern english
poet we find the lyric in which our poetry is so incom parably rich already of a perfect
beauty with an early freshness as of the dawn upon it and with a certain
indistinctness that belongs to the hour before the sunrise about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

A Book of English Love Poems
2016-09-15

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Book of English Love Poems
2016-05-21

alan sillitoe 1928 2010 was an award winning poet and one of the leading british
novelists of the twentieth century he wrote more than fifty books establishing an
enduring critical and popular success with his 1958 novel saturday night and sunday
morning which set a new direction in writing about the reality of working class lives
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in post war britain his stories of working class life earned him a reputation as one of
the angry young men of a new generation of writers his poetry however revealed his
own inner life in a way that he found impossible to do in fiction presented here are
sillitoe s poems that present the world as he saw it using a storyteller s skill he
brought to life the people and places that captured his imagination and took him on a
search for meaning fascist graffiti scrawled by an unseen hand on a wall in irkutsk
three sons standing in silence by the grave of their father this is sillitoe s world as
seen with his poet s eye a vision that is at the same time clear and precise politically
engaged fiercely intelligent and deeply personal drawn from his eight volumes of
poetry this selection has been chosen by his wife the poet ruth fainlight

Alan Stillitoe Selected Poems
2020

it is often winter in sue leigh s poems but the darkness is almost always weighed
against a pale sun the brightness to be found in nature quiet making or in a loved
place where one can walk among old trees and listen to the wind she is a poet
interested in the possibilities and limitations of language in particular the relationship
of sound to silence how we may catch hold of the living moment whether she travels
to japan or walks in the fields near home whether the time is now or the distant past
she inhabits a world that is both mysterious and familiar how might we live in such a
world what matters in a life what of ourselves do we leave behind t s eliot famously
said of marvell s poetry that it showed a tough reasonableness beneath the slight lyric
grace something similar comes to mind reading sue leigh s poems they have a
lightness and elegance to accompany the emotion which is always there but there is a
harder element in them too a platinum like thread that gives each poem its own form
they are a remarkable product of compassionate humanity and an observant eye
bernard o donoghue i feel the influence of david jones in her perception of things as
signs something other i also find in her writing a great tension between opposites
profusion and austerity the dark burnished pauline stainer

I Like this Poem
1979

here are the words of some of the women i have been am being still will come to be
writes audre lorde of this volume in which she brings together many of the most
important poems she has written over the past thirty years

Poems Chosen by the Author, Yevgeny Yevtushenko
1966

chosen is a young adult poem book for those of us who know that we are simply
different gods calling has no age requirement and the gifts are without repentance
your life may not resemble those of your peers around you but just know you are not
alone this book may express some of the thoughts and feelings you have experienced
or experiencing allow yourself to go on this journey to those places finish this book to
the end learn that there is hope and what god truly is saying about you

Chosen Hill
2018

blast off into space and explore the galaxies with a constellation of illustrated poems
about the sun moon and stars black holes and worm holes asteroids and meteorites
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and even weird alien life forms from shape poems and free verse to rhymes kennings
and haikus spaced out will take you on an intergalactic adventure join brian moses
and james carter and a wealth of new and established poets to discover your inner
space cadet this starry collection is the perfect way to get children interested in
poetry

Chosen Poems, Old and New
1982

can you hear the distant dragon s rumble of thunder and smell the sweet swampy
aroma of the ogre can you taste the tangy tarantula tarts and see the girl who s really
a wizard from magic carpets and wands to unicorns potions creams and lotions paul
cookson s brewing a spell of fantastically magic poems on this tattered magic carpet
you can choose your destination for nothing s quite as magical as your imagination
beautifully illustrated by eilidh muldoon this enchanting anthology brings together
work from a range of classic established and rising poets whether you re in the mood
for a haunting or a spell gone wrong this collection of mesmerising poems will have
you bewitched from beginning to end poets include william shakespeare lewis carroll
benjamin zephaniah john agard valerie bloom matt goodfellow joshua seigal and a f
harrold book band dark blue ideal for ages 9

Chosen
2020-03-31

the perfect christmas gift for any food or poetry lover this scrumptious illustrated
hardback contains over 50 poems about every type of food imaginable food is the one
thing that unites us all across time nations and peoples from chocolate rice pudding
and sandwiches to breakfast in bed marmalade in the bath and the fruit of a mythical
jelabi tree in midnight feasts a f harrold brings together a wonderful and diverse
collection of poems to tickle your taste buds poets include ian mcmillan brian patten
choman hardi imtiaz dharker william carlos williams salena godden joseph coelho
sabrina mahfouz lewis carroll w s gilbert and a e housman as well as a f harrold
himself this stunning poetry book is beautifully illustrated in full colour by rising star
katy riddell daughter of former children s laureate chris riddell and is the perfect
present at christmas or any other time year it will have the poetry and food fans in
your life licking their lips

Poetry of Byron
1892

born in 1793 john clare lived and worked during the golden age of british poetry the
time of shelley byron keats and coleridge in the grand tradition of english nature
writing he stands alongside wordsworth as a poet of extraordinary humanity and
great spirit clare was 18 years old when the first luddite riots occurred he was deeply
resistant to the first years of england s enclosure and he offers a contemporaneous
look at what the world was like for those struggling with the impact of the first
industrial revolution uneducated but remarkably well read clare was briefly
celebrated in london only to spend his final years in a lunatic asylum he died in one
on may 20 1864 almost exactly one year before william butler yeats was born and the
world set out on the path to modernism as james reeves an early critic and admirer
has said the existence of clare the poet is of course a miracle this is its most precious
gift clare was a happy poet there is more happiness in his poetry than in that of most
others this was no mere animal contentment of body and senses but a quiet ecstasy
and inward rapture such happiness is not to be had except at a price tom pohrt s
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drawings and watercolors have been widely admired there are few alive whose
sensibility more properly matches clare s it s as if samuel palmer had taken the
commission to illustrate a selection of the peasant poet pohrt has himself made the
selection of poems from the vast quantity that survived clare s chaotic life robert hass
joins the project to place clare s work in the larger context of nature poetry in the
west the result is a book sure to please those who know already of clare s fine poems
and those for whom this book will be their exciting introduction

Chosen Poems
1926

this is a new release of the original 1935 edition

Spaced Out
2019-05-16

a life enhancing tour through classic and contemporary poems that have made men
cry the holdens remind us that you don t have to be an academic or a postgraduate in
creative writing to be moved by verse it s plain fun the wall street journal grown men
aren t supposed to cry yet in this fascinating anthology one hundred men
distinguished in literature and film science and architecture theater and human
rights confess to being moved to tears by poems that continue to haunt them
although the majority are public figures not prone to crying here they admit to
breaking down often in words as powerful as the poems themselves their selections
include classics by visionaries such as walt whitman w h auden and philip larkin as
well as modern works by masters including billy collins seamus heaney derek walcott
and poets who span the globe from pablo neruda to rabindranath tagore the poems
chosen range from the sixteenth century to the twenty first with more than a dozen
by women including mary oliver elizabeth bishop and gwendolyn brooks their themes
range from love in its many guises through mortality and loss to the beauty and
variety of nature all are moved to tears by the exquisite way a poet captures in
alexander pope s famous phrase what oft was thought but ne er so well express d
from j j abrams to john le carré salman rushdie to jonathan franzen daniel radcliffe to
nick cave to stephen fry stanley tucci to colin firth to the late christopher hitchens
this collection delivers private insight into the souls of men whose writing acting and
thinking are admired around the world everyone who reads this collection will be
roused disturbed by the pain exalted in the zest for joy given by poets nadine
gordimer winner of the nobel prize for literature

Fire Burn, Cauldron Bubble: Magical Poems
Chosen by Paul Cookson
2020-09-17

in this graceful book helen vendler brings her remarkable skills to bear on a number
of stevens short poems she shows us that this most intellectual of poets is in fact the
most personal of poets that his words are not devoted to epistemological questions
alone but are also words chosen out of desire

Midnight Feasts: Tasty poems chosen by A.F.
Harrold
2019-10-03
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this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may
contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because
we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Poems Chosen Out of the Works of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge
1896

contributors include justin quinn alan gillis gerald dawe dermot healy paul muldoon
gerald smyth ciaran carson seamus heaney vona groarke david wheatley john
mcauliffe medbh mcguckian eavan boland peter fallon sen lysaght michael longley
ciaran berry michael coady peter sirr conor o callaghan

Careless Rambles
2014-04-15

a note on toni thomas chosen these are poems of that day when the fiction lifted
poems of ecclesiastical life burning sweet on the bread sticks these are narratives
and portraits that buy happiness with a steel wick crowbar it to an unyielding
clothesline so that september can come with its thrifty tongue and so the lyric opens
and hemlines perfect luminaries are bleeding and we learn that all the world s a
crock of shattered blue danube but anyone can stand up resolute in a tail wind with
enough grace i opened this book on the poem an arc of chintz floats and i loved it
loved those sun damaged men and rigging of sails and holiness which invades the
courtyard you whisper in my ear the author says and the hem of my dress keeps
lengthening many poems to admire here i recommend history lesson the perilous
undertakings of the everyday world i call midnight among others these poems are
toni thomas prayers her psalms the reality exists in memory alone proust tells us and
this book of chosen moments chosen from many other moments of our time stands up
for that notion ilya kaminsky

Chosen Poems
2013-10

excerpt from poems of wordsworth chosen and edited mr tennyson s decisive
appearance dates from 1842 one cannot say that he effaced wordsworth as scott and
byron had effaced him the poetry of wordsworth had been so long before the public
the suffrage of good judges was so steady and so strong in its favour that by 1842 the
verdict of posterity one may almost say had been already pronounced and
wordsworth s english fame was secure but the vogue the ear and applause of the
great body of poetry readers never quite thoroughly perhaps his he gradually lost
more and more and mr tennyson gained them mr tennyson drew to himself and away
from wordsworth the poetry reading public and the new generations even in 1850
when wordsworth died this diminution of popularity was visible and occasioned the
remark of lord macaulay which i quoted at starting the diminution has continued the
influence of coleridge has waned a nd wordsworth s poetry can no longer draw
succour from this ally the poetry has not however wanted eulogists and it may be said
to have brought its eulogists luck for almost every one who has praised wordsworth s
poetry has praised it well but the public has remained cold or at least undetermined
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
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important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Poems, chosen and ed. by M. Arnold
1879

this poetry book consists of published poems that are in magazines and poems that
was chosen for contests

Poems That Make Grown Men Cry
2014-04-01

this delightful anthology is a timeless collection of poems chosen by classic fm
listeners with humorous limericks romantic sonnets traditional and modern classics
this book is a true refelction of the greatest and best loved verse discover poems for
special occasions as well as poems to suit any mood whether you re reading them for
the first time or revisiting a classic this is a selection to enchant move and delight
classic fm favourite poems is an essential collection for every bookshelf poets include
edward lear sir john betjeman william wordsworth robert burns william shakespeare
robert frost pam ayres hilaire belloc john donne cole porter jenny joseph lord byron
which poem has topped the list will it be keats or yeats jenny joseph or oscar wilde
find out how your favourite poem has rated

Wallace Stevens
1986

a unique collection of poems chosen by children for children

Selected Poems
1952

a deep and valuable collection that you could rely upon in your time of need the times
following the success of their anthology poems that make grown men cry father and
son team anthony and ben holden working with amnesty international have asked the
same revealing question of 100 remarkable women what poem has moved you to
tears the poems chosen range from the eighth century to today from rumi and
shakespeare to sylvia plath w h auden to carol ann duffy pablo neruda and derek
walcott to imtiaz dharker and warsan shire their themes range from love and loss
through mortality and mystery war and peace to the beauty and variety of nature
from yoko ono to judi dench chimamanda ngozi adichie to elena ferrante carol ann
duffy to meera syal and joan baez to olivia colman this unique collection delivers
private insights into the minds of women whose writing acting and thinking are
admired around the world

Chosen Poems
2009-07
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Chosen Lights
2013-06-24

Chosen
2011-10-19

Chosen Lights
2013

One Hundred Rhyming Poems
2013-03-10

Poems of Wordsworth
2017-11-24

Poems of American Patriotism
1898

Beyond the Horizon
2003-09

Selected Poems
1934

One Hundred Favourite Poems
2010

Undersong
1992

I Like this Poem
1979
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Poems That Make Grown Women Cry
2016-02-25

Lifelines
1993
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